OTHER CREATIVE ARTS (COUNTY ONLY)
4-H members may make up to two exhibits in each class. NOTE: Fill in the blank (_) with appropriate number.

BEADING
Articles exhibited must include one of the techniques described for the level the 4-H'er is enrolled in.
2627000_1 - Junior
2627000_2 - Intermediate
2627000_3 - Senior
1. Level I - Simple cross-over patterns and multiple string
2. Level II - Daisy chain, bead inserts, medallion.
3. Level III - Cage work, spiral, seed beads
4. Level IV - Loom Beading
5. Level V - Beading on fabric and leather
Criteria for judging: Knots neatly tied; Patterns even and consistent; Color harmony

LAPIDARY
2627001_1 - Junior
2627001_2 - Intermediate
2627001_3 - Senior
1. Display a collection of stones, cut, polished, ready to show.
2. Simple object decorated with stones - pin or pendant jewelry trivet, planter.
3. More complicated object decorated with stones - lamp shade or base, bracelet, or multiple stone jewelry.

CAKE DECORATING
2627002_1 - Junior
2627002_2 - Intermediate
2627002_3 - Senior
1. Cupcakes (4 for exhibit)
2. Cookies (4 for exhibit)
3. Cake standard sheet or layer (8" or 9")
4. Sculptured cake (bunny, Santa, etc.)

HOBBIES
2627003_1 - Junior
2627003_2 - Intermediate
2627003_3 - Senior
1. Collections
2. Models
3. Holiday Art
4. Scrapbooking
5. Other

OTHER CRAFTS
Item should show adequate knowledge and experimentation with chosen materials, and be ready for display.
2627004_1 - Junior
2627004_2 - Intermediate
2627004_3 - Senior
1. Recycled Art
2. Metal or Paper Sculpture
3. Other

CREATIVE WRITING (COUNTY ONLY)
Basis for all Judging: Neatness, grammar, spelling, punctuation, and ideas expressed so reader can understand
   Short Story Additional Criteria: Beginning development of plot, imagination, climax and ending
   Note: Fill in the blank in the class number (___) with one of the following numbers:
1 - Junior   2 - Intermediate   3 - Senior
00013001_ - Poetry
00013002_ - Essay
00013003_ - Short Stories (4 pages maximum, double spaced, back to back or single sided)
00013004_ - Other Creative Story forms, such as pictures or rebus